Increasing complexity of design in automotive electrical systems has been paralleled by increased demands for analysis of the safety and reliability aspects of those designs. Such demands can place a great burden on the engineers charged with carrying out the analysis. This paper describes how the intended functions of a circuit design can be combined with a qualitative model of the electrical circuit that fulfils the functions, and used to analyse the safety of the design. FLAME, an automated failure mode effects analysis system based on these techniques, is described in detail. FLAME has been developed over several years, and is capable of composing an FMEA report for many different electrical subsystems.
Introduction
Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA) of a design involves the investigation and assessment of the effects of all possible failure modes on the system being designed. For electrical design, it means examining what would happen if any component failed or if any wire in a circuit went open circuit, shorted to ground or shorted to battery unexpectedly. This kind of analysis is of growing importance in the automotive, aerospace and other advanced manufacturing industries, where increasingly complex electrical, electronic and mechanical systems are being combined in safety-critical applications.
Automation of FMEA is an attractive proposition, as it is a tedious and repetitive task, yet one which is time consuming and needs to be done by skilled engineers. Previous research on automation of FMEA has concentrated on automating a few aspects of the FMEA process. Some work has concentrated on assisting the engineer with management of FMEA information [8] , or on manipulating significance values entered by engineers [6] . A second important strand of research has automated the generation of effects for each failure mode [1, 12, 15] . The work on the FLAME system described in this paper combines these aspects with an automatic generation of significance effects, thus providing a complete automated FMEA assistant. FLAME has evolved over a period of five years, moving gradually from research prototypes that addressed only the difficult issue of generating failure effects [14] , through systems capable of covering the whole FMEA process but demanding much modelling effort from the user [16] to the present system, capable of producing FMEA reports for most of the electrical systems in a modern car but demanding little modelling input from the user. The paper describes both the technology underlying the FLAME system, and the kind of user interface needed to make it usable by engineers. Finally, it addresses the use of the technology in the FLAME system for other types of safety analysis.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows:
Section two of the paper deals with the demands that an automated FMEA system must meet in order for the engineer to regard it as an improvement over generating an FMEA report by hand, or using a clerical FMEA tool which helps produce a neatly printed FMEA report.
Section three describes the FLAME system from the engineer's point of view.
Section four describes the technology underlying the FLAME system, including details of the functional representation used and the qualitative circuit simulation techniques used.
Section five evaluates how well the FLAME system meets the criteria put forward in section two.
Section six examines related work by other researchers, and compares it with the work described here.
Section seven shows how the technology used here for FMEA can also be applied to other design analysis techniques.
Challenges for an automated FMEA system
Failure mode effects analysis (FMEA) involves the investigation and assessment of the effects of possible failure modes on a system [2] . For electrical system designs, this involves investigating what happens when each wire in the circuit goes open circuit, shorts to ground, or shorts to battery, or when other components fail in expected ways (for example, a pump might stall or a relay be stuck at open). The significance of each failure is assessed and the failure is assigned a risk proiority number (RPN).
Automation of the record-keeping aspects of FMEA is fairly widely accepted, acting as a sort of cross between a word processor and a spreadsheet program. It can make the entry of information much simpler, but leaves the main burden of filling the form -generating all the effects and assigning significance values -squarely on the shoulders of the engineers.
On the other hand, the efforts to automate the generation of effects and significance values have not been developed enough to use for practical tasks. Experience of evaluating prototype effect generation systems with engineers has generated a list of requirements for an automated FMEA assistant. These requirements need to be met in order for such systems to be accepted in everyday practice.
Help for the whole FMEA report generation process. It is not enough just to generate effects for failure modes. Engineers are capable of generating answers for themselves. The maximum benefit comes from integrating the effects generation with the significance assignment and the form filling.
Timely assistance. FMEA is often performed late in the design cycle, once detailed information, such as wire lengths, is known. However, the effectiveness of FMEA depends on reacting to any problems that are highlighted. That means that it should be possible to perform the automated FMEA without having the information needed for an accurate simulation in a quantitative simulator such as SABER.
Reuse of information.
Where information already exists, the engineer should be able to access it rather than re-enter it into the automated system. This both increases efficiency and takes away any possibility of erroneous entry.
Usable by engineers. The engineers should be able to enter any extra information needed themselves rather than requiring computer experts to do it for them.
Greatly improved efficiency. Inertia means that it must be significantly less effort to use the automated system than to perform the analysis by hand. Such efficiency must be at least an order of magnitude in order for new technology to be adopted enthusiastically.
Any attempt to automate the FMEA process needs to be assessed against the criteria outlined above.
The FLAME system
The FLAME system provides automated assistance to the engineer for all aspects of FMEA report generation. Use of the FLAME system can be broken down into three stages:
The relationship between the three stages is depicted in figure 1 . The rest of this section will explain what happens during each stage, illustrating the discussion with the example of a car headlight system. This system is simpler than the size of system that would be considered in practice: the lighting system would be considered as a whole, including items such as fog lamps, sidelights and indicator lights. The FLAME system can deal with that degree of complexity, but the advantage of this simpler system is that it can be explored in greater detail. 
Capturing the circuit design
The model construction phase of using FLAME has been streamlined to use existing information as much as possible. The first stage is to obtain a description of the circuit to be analysed. The circuit will have been designed using an ECAD tool, and so the description will already exist. The FLAME system contains routines to import descriptions from an ECAD tool and to verify that FLAME's component library contains descriptions of the operation and failure modes for each component. The headlight circuit is composed of common components such as wires, relays and lamps, and so there is a description of all components except for the operation of the electronic control unit (ECU). The engineer uses the Component Builder (described in section 4.2) to describe the operation of the ECU.
Once the engineer has a complete circuit description, as illustrated in figure 2 , it is possible to simulate the operation of the circuit under different conditions by opening and closing switches. The circuit simulator will show which paths are active by changing the colour of components. This facility can be used to ensure that the circuit has the correct behaviour when all components are working properly. 
Describing the system's functionality
The circuit design is not enough to be able to generate meaningful effects for failures of the system being examined. Knowledge of the intended functions of the system is also necessary in order to interpret the state of the circuit in ways that are meaningful in an FMEA report.
In earlier versions of the FLAME system (e.g. [16] ), the functionality of a system was described as a set of states of the system and details of the transitions between the states. Evaluation of this scheme with engineers showed that it had several drawbacks:
• The engineers found it difficult to construct functional descriptions of how a system worked.
• Linking the functional description to states of the circuit was also a challenge.
• If the functional descriptions were badly constructed, then they were not reusable between different versions of the same design.
These problems have been overcome by a radical simplification of the functional layer. For each subsystem in a car, FLAME has a set of functional labels that describe what the system is intended to do. These labels are held in a database, along with numbers that describe the significance and detection values for absence of the function when it is expected, and presence of the function when it is not expected (these values are used in RPN generation). These functional labels are highly reusable provided that the automobile designers decompose the electrical system into subsystems in the same manner for each car. This seems like a reasonable restriction, given the benefits in reusability that it provides.
The reusable functions for the headlight system are shown in figure 3 . The engineer can add extra functions or change the values if necessary, but in this case they can be used as they are, so having examined them, the engineer dismisses the display. 
Linking function to structure
In order to be able to interpret the state of the circuit, the engineer must link the functional labels to the state of significant components in the circuit. In this particular example, it is easily done. The main headlights are on when the main lamps are active, the dipped headlights are on when the dipped lamps are active, and no lights are on when no lamps are active. This linking of structure to function must be done for each new design of the subsystem, and it is shown for the headlight system in figure 4 . The expressions are constructed by clicking on a list of available components, legal operators and allowable states for each component. This makes the linking much simpler and less error-prone than it would be if the engineer had to type in the text of the expression. 
Constructing FMEA tests
In order to decide on the interesting effects of any failure, it is necessary to describe how the headlight system will be used, so that the described use can be simulated for each possible failure. Figure 5 shows that the headlight system will be tested by switching the dipped headlights on, then switching them off, switching the main headlights on, then switching them off, and finally switching the dipped headlights on again. 
FMEA generation
FMEA generation is performed in batch mode. Once the FLAME system has all the model components described above, the engineer can choose "Run FMEA" from the main control panel of the FLAME system (see figure 6 ).
Figure 6: Main control panel of FLAME system
The expected behaviour of the circuit can be obtained by running the circuit simulator with a correct version of the circuit.
For each failure mode of each component in the circuit, the FLAME system will simulate the behaviour of the circuit under each of the changes described in section 3.1.4. The functional labels are used to interpret the state after each change, and differences from the expected functions in each state are noted. The difference between the expected functions in each state and the actual functions in each state are the effects for that failure mode. For example, if the dipped headlight switch was turned on and the dipped headlight function did not occur, the failure effect would be that the dipped headlight function did not occur when expected.
Once all failure effects have been generated, the FLAME system applies significance values to each effect. For some complex effects, the FLAME system might not be able to decide on the effects or might be unable to decide on the significance values. Where that is the case, the entry is left blank, and the engineer is expected to fill in the answer during the interactive FMEA verification phase.
Interactive FMEA verification
The reason for performing an FMEA is to identify potential problems in a design and to rectify them. This means that the engineer must examine the results and identify where action needs to be taken. Responsibility for the correctness of the report is left with the engineer, with the FLAME system taking away much of the effort of producing the FMEA report. The results of the FMEA can be examined on the screen by the engineer, who can fill in missing details, amend reports or alter significance values. Such changes are annotated with the name of their originator. An example screen of the FMEA report for the headlight system is shown in figure 7 . The results of the FMEA can be manipulated in several ways: the most significant failures can be shown first, or those with missing values, or the failures which have changed since the previous design for the circuit. When the engineer is satisfied with the contents of the FMEA, it can be turned into a printed report. 
Technical aspects of FLAME
The previous section dealt with the way in which the engineer used the FLAME system. This section deals with important aspects of the technology underlying the ability to produce an FMEA report.
The most challenging aspect is being able to generate failure effects for an electrical design given a specific failure mode. This is achieved by qualitative simulation of the circuit design combined with descriptions of the overall functions of the circuit.
The other noteworthy area is the automatic generation of RPN values from the deduced effects. This is accomplished by rule-based combination of significance values assigned to different effects and by reuse of previous results.
Deciding on effects of a failure mode
The effects generation software takes as input the following products of the model construction stage:
• the functions of the subsystem to be analysed • a description of the structure of the circuit to be analysed • a set of links between the functions and the circuit structure • a list of events which change the state of the circuit (e.g. closing a switch)
The following additional information can be obtained by the system:
A list of failure modes for each component in the circuit. The FLAME system has a library containing details of how each component operates, and this includes details of how that component can fail. The correct behaviour of the circuit. This is obtained by loading the description of the circuit into the qualitative circuit simulator, then applying in turn each event in the list of events. After each event, the possible functions are matched against the state of the circuit, in order to ascertain which functions are achieved by each event. For each event, this produces the expected effects of that event, for example: When the dipped beam switch is closed, the "dipped beam" function occurs.
When the dipped beam switch is opened, the "no lights" function occurs.
When the main beam switch is closed, the "main beam" function occurs, etc.
The generation of each failure effect is done by the following method:
For each failure mode of each component: Load a version of the circuit with that failure included into the circuit simulator. For each event in the list of events:
Apply the event to the circuit simulator. Match the possible functions against the state of the circuit in order to identify which functions occur. Compare the functions that occur with the functions that were expected to occur (the correct behaviour for that event). Add the differences to the list of unexpected effects.
So, for example, take the failure mode where wire 1, the output wire from the dipped beam switch, fails open. The circuit simulator loads a circuit where wire 1 has infinite resistance, and then applies the set of events as was done for the correct behaviour. The results of the simulation are:
When the dipped beam switch is closed, the "no lights" function occurs. When the dipped beam switch is opened, the "no lights" function occurs. When the main beam switch is closed, the main beam function occurs, etc.
When these results are compared with the expected behaviour, the following differences are obtained:
When the dipped beam switch is closed, the "dipped beam" function was expected, but the "no lights" function occurred. When the dipped beam switch is opened, the expected functions occurred. When the main beam switch is closed, the expected functions occurred, etc.
The circuit simulator is vital to the process of generating failure effects, and merits a more complete description of its operation.
The qualitative circuit simulator
FLAME's qualitative circuit simulator consists of two parts: a network analyser, and a controller which converts a circuit description into a form understood by the analyser, and dynamically monitors and updates component interdependencies.
The Network Analyser: CIRQ
The network analyser, based extensively on CIRQ [7] , takes as input a graph made up of qualitative resistances which represent either a component or part of a component; the resistances can take the values of zero, load or infinity. The output generated by CIRQ consists of a qualitative description of the electrical state of each resistance. This description will indicate active and inactive paths, as well as any short paths in the circuit. The CIRQ algorithm is based upon Dijkstra's shortest distance algorithm [3] . The analysis of a circuit network is split into two stages. The first stage labels the terminals of each resistance in the graph with a forward / reverse (F/R) value; this specifies the number of loads which will be traversed to reach the negative and positive terminals respectively. In some instances, it will not be possible to reach one of the terminals, in which case "infinity" is used instead. Figure 8 shows a simple CIRQ graph labelled with F/R values. To aid readability, nodes for wires have been omitted from the example network. Switch1 is closed (resistance 0), switch2 is open (resistance infinity).
In the second stage, deciding which paths are active, short, and inactive, the network is traversed using a form of depth first traversal. All components whose terminal F/R values include an infinity are immediately marked inactive. Short paths are identified by a branch of the circuit having the same (non-infinite) F/R value at both ends; this implies that no load in being drawn by this part of the circuit. Components on other branches between these two points will be marked inactive (assuming that these branches are not short paths also) as the zero-resistance branch will draw all current. All other paths are marked active i.e. they have not been shorted out, and are not inactive.
Dynamically Analysing a Circuit: QCAT
The example used to describe the CIRQ algorithm contained only simple components; that is, components which could be represented as a simple resistance value. The question is, how can CIRQ be used to analyse circuits which contain components whose behaviour cannot be represented in this way? For example, relays, ECUs, multi-way switches etc.
QCAT provides a computational layer above CIRQ which allows circuits to be analysed dynamically. For example, if a circuit contained an open relay, the relay would be represented as two resistance values -one for the coil, one for the switch. The status of the switch will be defined as being dependent upon the state of the coil; that is, if the coil is active then the switch will be closed, otherwise the switch will be open. To find out the state of a circuit containing an open relay, QCAT does the following:
• Find out the electrical state of the circuit using CIRQ with the relay switch resistance set to infinity (representing an open switch).
• If CIRQ returns with the result that the relay coil is active, then set the switch resistance to zero. Pass the new resistance network to CIRQ for analysis.
• If the coil is still active, then closing the switch did not effect the state of the coil.
Stop processing.
• If the coil is inactive, set the switch state to infinity and re-simulate.
The processing will continue until the circuit reaches equilibrium or a feedback loop is identified.
Building Realistic Components: The Component Builder
QCAT has a library containing descriptions of behaviour for common types of components. Where new components are needed for a circuit, the Component Builder provides the ability to specify the behaviour of components interactively, including failure mode behaviour, and to add the new component to the component library. The structure of a new component is defined in terms of resistance values and internal dependencies. Figure 9 shows the component builder description of a change-over relay. In the top left of the figure, the component type, and component class have been defined. Below this is a descriptions of each of the terminals associated with the component (the input and output options are not relevant to this example, they are used in association with ECUs). At the top right, the internal configuration of the component is defined in terms of terminals and qualitative resistance values. Here, the coil is defined as drawing a load and the switch contacts are defined as having dependent behaviour which is defined at the bottom of the screen. The dependency expression indicates that when the coil is inactive, contactA has a resistive value of infinity (closed), and contactB has a resistive value of zero (open). The switch state is reversed when the coil is active. At the top right of the figure an icon editor can be invoked which allows the user to describe how the component will appear in the circuit drawing tool (for the relay, this is as shown in figure 2 ).
The component builder also allows the engineer to define failure modes for a component. Figure 10 shows the failure mode definition for relay switch fused to contactA. This failure mode is described by changing the qualitative resistance values for the component. In this case, the resistance for contactA is set to zero, representing the switch being closed, and contactB is set to infinity. Therefore, this failure mode would cause the component to allow current flow through contactA irrespective of the state of the coil. 
Assessing significance
The Risk Priority Number (RPN) assigned to each failure effect is made up of three values: severity, detection and occurrence. The easiest of these to generate is occurrence. It can be calculated by mapping component reliability figures onto the severity scale of 1 to 10 using the company's usual mapping. Wires give a slight complication, as several wires in series are considered as a single failure mode. Automatic rules can be applied here for combining wire reliabilities and producing a composite value.
Severity and detection values for single effects can be obtained by taking the relevant values from the function database -for example, if the dipped beam function is expected but absent then take the relevant values for that effect declared in the database.
Multiple values are more complex. For example, in a windscreen wiper system, achieving slow wipe when fast wipe is expected is not as bad as the wipers not working at all. Values for these more complex effects could be obtained by declaring entries for each more complex effect. A simpler possibility is to leave the entry blank and allow the engineer to examine the effect and produce a value.
The FLAME system has a second way of producing severity and detection values, by reusing values assigned by the engineer in previous designs for the same functional system. This is only possible because of the consistency of the FMEA effects generated. This method is most effective for previous versions of the same design, but because the effects are related to function, not specific to a particular design for the circuit, it is possible to reuse values between different model years as well.
Evaluating the FLAME system
Section two stated a number of different criteria against which a system to automate the FMEA process could be judged. How does the FLAME system fare against these criteria?
Help for the whole FMEA report generation process. The FLAME system is capable of generating effects for each failure mode in a readable form that can be automatically filled in to an FMEA report form. It also generates significance values and allows the engineer to annotate its results. After the interactive session with the engineer, the FLAME system is capable of printing a completed analysis.
Timely assistance. The qualitative nature of the FLAME system enables FMEA to be performed early in the design process. However, the ability to perform an incremental FMEA [13] means that the analysis can be repeated each time the design is changed, just showing the engineer the entries that have changed since the previous FMEA was run.
Reuse of information.
The circuit information is imported from the ECAD tool used by the engineers to design the circuit. The functional information is generic to each subsystem (lighting, central locking etc.), and so can be reused from model year to model year. Descriptions of common components are kept in a component library. All of this reuse makes model construction a fairly simple process.
Usable by engineers.
Where components do need to be built for a circuit, construction can be done pictorially, and tested by running the simulator and checking that the component works correctly.
Greatly improved efficiency.
The simple headlight circuit used as an example earlier in the paper is a fairly trivial circuit, and yet a conservative estimate is that it would take a week to produce an FMEA report on the circuit without the use of a tool such as the FLAME system (it has 92 failure modes). Using the FLAME system to perform FMEA on the lighting subsystem speeds up the generation of an FMEA report significantly. Model construction should only take a few minutes of the reliability engineer's time. The FLAME system takes about 10 minutes on a Sparc 5 to identify all failure modes, generate all failure effects, and assign RPN values for each failure effect. While this does take some time, the engineer need not be present, and could be carrying out some other duty, or just taking a coffee break. The major commitment of time comes during the interactive examination phase. For a circuit of the complexity of the example, this process might take a couple of hours. Thus it can be seen that the FLAME system reduces the task of producing this FMEA report from one which previously took a week to one which can be performed within half a day at the most.
There are other benefits in using the FLAME system which cannot be quantified as easily as the engineer's time.
Consistency. The FLAME system always reports the same failure effect in the same way, and ascribes the same RPN values to it. This makes it a more objective report than is the case when it is produced by hand, where reporting of effects can be variable, and RPN values can depend on how an engineer is feeling.
Analysis of multiple failures.
No work has been carried out on generating FMEA reports for multiple failures, but the simulator is capable of working with multiple failures. It is clear that it would be possible to investigate the implications of all pairs of failures on a circuit (exploring all permutations of failures is not feasible because of the exponential effect of considering all fault combinations). The report could then be pruned to present only effects which did not occur for a single failure. This would be valuable information, and is not possible when performing FMEA "by hand": even for the headlight example, it would mean considering 8372 failure modes.
Changes to the way FMEA is performed. The ability to perform incremental FMEA (considering only the changes caused by a change to the circuit) means that FMEA can be performed early in the design cycle and then repeated whenever the circuit is changed. For example, changing the lighting circuit so that the main beams and dipped beams are fused separately changes just 8 of the entries in the FMEA report. Showing the engineer just the changes means that incremental FMEA takes just a matter of minutes. This may well cause the FLAME system to be used as a "what-if" tool: what are the reliability implications if this change to the design is made?
Scope and limitations of the Flame system
Flame is intended to be used early on in the design of electrical systems, where FMEA results can be fed back into the design in order to improve both the safety and reliability of a circuit. Qualitative reasoning is used to generate circuit behaviour, and this gives Flame both its greatest strengths and weaknesses. Many of the strengths have already been discussed:
FMEAs can be performed without knowing about quantitative information such as wire lengths, fuse ratings etc.
The qualitative analysis is much quicker than a comparable quantitative analysis; for example, performed by Saber.
The operation of very complex components can be simulated, including electronic control units (ECUs).
The analysis can decide whether a short circuit may cause a fuse to blow, or a fire to occur.
The weakness of this technique lies in the fact that some failure modes require a quantitative analysis to be performed to discover the effect on the circuit. An example of such a failure is where a contact on a switch is partially corroded. The immediate effect on the circuit is that less current flows through the switch than was intended by the designer. The overall effect on the circuit could be that a bulb does not shine as brightly as it should -an effect that Flame cannot identify.
This weakness can be overcome by using a quantitative analysis for cases where a qualitative analysis is not sufficient; this could be done late in the design cycle when detailed information about the circuit is known. We are currently investigating how to best combine these two types of analyses. See [11] for further details.
Application to other design techniques
Research into automation of design techniques other than FMEA is less advanced, but early experiments indicate that the use of modelling and simulation of electrical systems provides a potential basis for automatic production of results for other design techniques too. This section will briefly describe work done towards the automation of sneak circuit analysis and fault tree analysis.
Sneak circuit analysis
In complex electrical systems, the interaction of several subsystems can cause further systems to be activated unexpectedly. A good example is given in [18] for the cargo bay doors of an aircraft, where operating the emergency switch for the cargo doors can cause the landing gear to lower unintentionally. Typically, the problem is caused when a line which was expected to provide current in one direction is used in the opposite direction, causing a sneak path.
Sneak circuit analysis (SCA) is the process of identifying and eliminating such sneak circuits where they might occur. If a line is enabling current to flow in an unexpected direction, this can often be prevented by the addition of a diode to the design. Cost considerations mean that diodes should not be added to the circuit unless they are really needed.
The QCAT circuit analyser can be used to perform sneak circuit analysis between a number of car subsystems. Say that the engineer wanted to find out whether there were any sneaks between the lighting systems, the central locking system and the wash/wipe system for a car design. It can be done in the following way:
• Perform FMEA on each of the subsystems separately (if not already done). This provides much of the information needed to do SCA.
• Load the circuit composed of all of those subsystems (linked together to the battery and to any common grounds) into the circuit analyser.
• Load the links from circuit state to function for each separate subsystem.
• Identify the functions activated by each switch in each of the subsystem (from the correct behaviour description for each individual subsystem generated when doing the FMEA).
• Activate each combination of switches in the composite circuit. Use the function-to-circuit links to identify which functions are active in each state.
Compare the active functions with the functions expected to be active (the ones that were active when those switches were closed in the individual subsystems).
• If any additional functions occur, then there is a significant sneak between the subsystems, and a report to that effect should be generated, giving the switches that were closed at the time, and the additional effect that happened. The engineer can then use the circuit simulator to study the effect in detail.
Experiments indicate that this method is capable of finding all significant sneaks in a circuit (assuming that sneaks which do not activate any extra functions are not significant). This has only dealt with sneaks in correctly behaving circuits, but it should extend to faulty versions of circuits fairly simply. Such questions can be answered from the output of the FLAME system, if they are rephrased in terms of events and functions. The rephrased question would be: "What single failure modes or combinations of failure modes can cause the effect that when the dipped beam switch is turned on, the dipped beams do not work, and when the main beam switch is turned on, the main beams do not work?"
Fault tree analysis
The FTA software constructs a tree where one branch contains all single failures which can cause both sets of headlights to fail, and the other has an "AND" function combining the possibility that the dipped beams will fail and the possibility that the main beams will fail. Under each of the single branches, are put the failure modes that can cause the single effect.
Having constructed the tree, it is possible to generate cut sets and do the analysis in the normal way.
Related work
Flame is the first completely automated FMEA tool for electrical system design; that is, both effects descriptions and risk priority numbers are generated automatically. Previous research on automation of FMEA has concentrated on automating individual parts of the process:
Managing FMEA information. At its simplest, computerised assistance for FMEA involves using spreadsheet like tools which allows the results to be presented and stored in a neat tabular form; an example of this is FMEAplus. Other tools in this category have been developed to ensure that results are consistent [2] , automatically documented [5] , or produced in a more readable form [4, 8, 10] .
Automatic generation of effects. There are a two main strands to this work. The first is best illustrated by Lehtela [9] on an FMEA tool which uses quantitative reasoning to generate effects descriptions. Each component has both normal and failure mode behaviours; however, there is no concept of the function that a system performs. Therefore, the results are described simply in terms of altered component behaviour -there is no concept of the effect of the failure on the system as a whole. In addition, as the circuit size increases, the time a quantitative analysis would take to perform a complete FMEA on a circuit would be immense.
The second strand of automatic effects generation is documented in [1] . This work uses a qualitative circuit analysis tool to generate the effect description -the model is described using a graphical representation, which is converted directly into a causal model of the circuit. Again, there is no concept of the effect of the failure on the system as a whole; therefore, the results would not be as detailed as those found in Flame. Processing times for this work would be very similar to those found in Flame.
Manipulating significance values. [6] have shown that it is possible to generate significance values automatically based upon the probabilistic combinations of RPNs. Because there are no functional level description of system behaviour, results are generated from combinations of values at the component level. In Flame, the severity and detection values are generated at the functional level. This is a more intuitive way to define these indices; for example, we can define the severity of "wash screen" failure without worrying about the component which cause this failure. It also makes the results more re-usable because the indices are not directly attached to specific components.
A task structure for an FMEA tool. Some of the most interesting work on automating the FMEA process has been carried out by [17] . Although not implemented, this work gives a good insight into the processes that take place when performing an FMEA, and how these processes can be related to various artificial intelligence techniques.
Conclusions
The FLAME system demonstrates that it is possible to automate much of the tedium of producing an FMEA report. This has been accomplished, not just on simple circuits such as the one given as a detailed example in this paper, but on actual automobile circuits imported from ECAD tools. The report produced by the automated FMEA is similar to those produced by engineers, with the added advantage of a greater degree of consistency in effect description and RPN generation.
The techniques used in producing an automated FMEA system also provide great leverage for automating two other design techniques, fault tree analysis and sneak circuit analysis.
